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Software has beendeveloped for a milking datasystem in which automatic processing of milkrecords andcomputation
of feed grain amounts is integrated with thedaily operation of milk yield measurement andfeed control equipment. The
currentversionof the softwareis for an Apple II+ microcomputer and it is used regularlyon a commercialdairy farm
with a milking herdof 180cows. Daily milking datafor individual cows are automatically recorded and stored on disk
at eachmilking. At the end of eachmonth thecowrecords are analyzed and the daily feed amounts to be dispensed to
eachcow during the following month are computed and stored on disk. Calving information is entered on a weekly
basis.

INTRODUCTION

The amount and quality of specialized
software currently available for milking
data systems are major factors limiting
their adoption for dairy farm manage
ment. Rapid growth in the capabilities of
microcomputers, supported by a wide ar
ray of hardware peripherals and general-
purpose software, has provided the basis
for sophisticated management systems
which are suited to small businesses such

as dairy farms. Corresponding advances
in instrumentation and control devices, in
cluding development of specialized equip
ment such as the milking data monitor
(MacKinnon and Seiler 1982), have made
it technically and economically feasible to
extend the full potential of automation to
dairying (MacKinnon 1981). But special
ized software constitutes the key to full
utilization of the capabilities of this new
equipment while meeting the specific
needs of each dairy farm application.

The services of mainframe computers
for ration formulation and milk records

analysis are now widely available to dairy
farmers through official milk recording
organizations and suppliers of feed or fer
tilizer (MacKinnon 1980a). Software sup
porting these services incorporates eco
nomic considerations with a

comprehensive analysis of dairy cattle nu
trition (Dean et al. 1972). The efficiency
of using this type of system has been im
proved significantly (Stallings and Jones
1983) but manual handling of data is still
necessary.

This paper describes the software for a
milking data system in which automatic
processing of milk and feed data is inte
grated with the operation of milk yield
measurement and feed-grain control
equipment. The system utilizes a micro
computer and has a number of advantages

compared to the service based upon a
mainframe computer. It is now in daily use
on a commercial dairy farm with a milking
herd of 180 cows in central Nova Scotia.
Hardware for the system is described in a
separate paper (MacKinnon et al. 1984).

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Hardware

The milking data system hardware con
sists of one group of components located
in the farm office and a second group in
the milking parlor. Communication be
tween the equipment in the two locations
takes place in a shielded twisted-pair wire
while audio signals are transmitted via
separate speaker wire.

In the milking parlor, sets of up to eight
milk meters with electronic output and
eight feed dispenser motors are connected
to an electronic milking data monitor. This
monitor (see MacKinnon and Seiler (1982)
receives and conditions signals from the
meters, transmits control signals to the
motor controllers, accepts cow number
entries via a keypad, displays the data, and
handles data communication with the

computer. Voice messages from the com
puter are broadcast throughout the parlor
by a waterproof horn speaker.

The equipment in the farm office con
sists of a 48K Apple II + computer with
dual floppy disk drives, video monitor,
battery-powered clock, auto-dialing mo
dem, voice synthesizer unit, RS422 stand
ard interface card and three RS232 serial

interface cards. A conventional audio am

plifier is connected between the voice unit
and the speakers in parlour and office.

Software

The system's software consists of four
main programs (MILK'n2, MILK'n3,
MILK'n4 and MILK'n5), four different
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data files (DAYDATA, COWDATA,
HERDATA and FEEDATA), and a selec
tion of auxiliary programs/files. The pro
grams are stored on two special diskettes
(SYSTEM A and SYSTEM B) and the
files are located on two other diskettes

(DAY and COW RECORDS). Utility pro
grams are on a fifth diskette and data are
archived on a sixth diskette (OLD
RECORDS).

Relationships among the main pro
grams and files are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The on-line measurement and control soft

ware on the SYSTEM B diskette directs

the flow of data to and from the files on

the DAY RECORDS diskette. The rec

ords organization and analysis software on
the SYSTEM A diskette selects measure

ment data from the daily files, processes
this information with the use of files on

the COW RECORDS diskette, and stores
control data on the DAY RECORDS dis

kette.

Except for two assembly language pro
grams associated with interfacing, the
software is written in BASIC. Both com

pressed (i.e. comments removed) and
compiled versions of the programs are
available and they are used according to
memory space and execution time require
ments. The average size of commented,
compressed and compiled versions of the
main programs are 1IK, 8.5K and 13.4K,
respectively. When the runtime library of
3.9K is included, each compiled program
requires about twice the memory space of
the compressed program.

The software is currently structured to
suit the requirements for a 200-cow herd
and the memory features of a 48K Apple
11 + computer system. Data files and ma
chine language programs are allocated
space at the top of the available (36K)
memory and the BASIC programs are at
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the milking data system's software structure.

the bottom of memory in accordance with
normal practice. Compiled versions of
MILK'n2 and MILK'n5 occupy approxi
mately 20K and their associated files 4-
10K so that these fit easily into the avail
able memory space. The MILK'n3 pro
gram may also be run as a compiled ver
sion but a separate program is used to
handle data selection and plot generation
using the high resolution graphics. Since
the data files occupy 20K of memory and
the compiled program is about 20K in
length, MILK'n4 is currently run only as
a compressed version of 10.4K.

PROGRAMS AND FILES

MILK'n5 program
Daily on-line operations of the system are
run by the program MILK'n5 together
with auxiliary programs for handling the
health data, control of data exchange with
the milking parlor monitors and control of
external data communication via modem.

Operations performed by this software are
summarized in Table I.

When the computer is switched on, the
start-up sequence is automatically exe
cuted until the off-line waiting routine is
encountered. At this stage the operator
may enter a command to review/update
health information (causing the auxiliary
health program to replace the main pro-

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS PER

FORMED BY THE ON-LINE MEASUREMENT

AND CONTROL SOFTWARE

A. Start-up sequence
- Input health messages from disk
- Initialize talker interface

- Clear memory for daily data
- Wait for command : options

1. Update health data
2. Start milking
3. Transfer data via modem

- Input feed/health data drom disk

B. On-line cycle
- Read time from clock

- Input milking data from monitors
- Output health data to monitor
- Display milking data on screen
- Interpret milking data
- Determine feed motor status

- Output feed data to monitor
- Output messages to talker
- Store milking data in memory

C. Shut-down sequence
- Initialize monitors

- Display milking data (optional)
- Output milking datato disk

gram in memory until updating is com
pleted) or a command to proceed with
milking. At a selected time of day,
branching occurs to a routine which
switches the computer to terminal mode to
await a telephone command to transmit
data via the auto-dialing modem. After
data transfer has occurred or a certain time

has elapsed, control is returned to the main
waiting routine.

The on-line cycle of operations (see
Table I) runs continuously, alternating be
tween the two parlor monitor units,
throughout the milking period. If data ex
change with a monitor is disrupted, a mes
sage is displayed on the computer screen
and transmitted by the talker. When data
communication is restored, appropriate
messages are given and the regular cycle
continues. Milking data (stall and cow
numbers, milk meter readings) and feed
data are exchanged in every cycle but
health data are transmitted only when cer
tain events occur (e.g. identification of
cows having health messages).

Milking data from the parlor are inter
preted by a subroutine which determines
the time of each meter reading and the
times for start and end of milking at each
stall. Milking is considered to start when
ever the cow number for a particular stall
has changed from zero and the meter read
ing subsequently exceeds 0.1 kg. The end
ofmilking is taken as the last time at which
the meter reading changes by at least 0.1
kg within 100 sec. Initial rate of milking
for each cow is obtained from the meter

reading which occurs within ± 1% of 2
min from the start of milking.

Actuation of feed motors is determined

by a subroutine which calculates the time
for switching on/off a particular motor,
computes the feed byte defining the status
of each set of eight motors at the time of
each scan, and then calls another subrou
tine to transmit this byte to the parlor mon
itor. The pattern and duration of motor ac
tuation is based upon the computed daily
feed for the cow in the stall, the feed dis
penser calibration, and the requirement to
provide feed throughout the milking
period.

In the shut-down phase a command is
transmitted to ensure that all motors are

switched off, all data are saved on disk,
and the system returns to the wait routine
in the start-up sequence.

Day and Cow Files
Measurement and control data for each

cow are stored in a DAYDATA file for

each day; feed to be dispensed for the day
is contained in a FEEDATA file. One day-
records diskette has up to 31 of these two-
daily binary-format files. The daily feed
grain per cow is multiplied by 10 and
stored in FEEDATA as 1 byte. In the
DA YDATA file the record per cow con
sists of 13 bytes-10 bytes for the morning/
afternoon milk flow data, 1 byte for the
feed actually dispensed, 1 byte for the
health status code, and 1 byte reserved for
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future use. The milk data consist of total
yield(2bytes), rateor yieldin thefirst two
minutes (1 byte), total milking time (1
byte) and stall number (1 byte); each of
these values, except stall number, is mul
tiplied by 10 and converted to an integer
before being stored. For a herd of 200
cows the lengths of the DAYDATA and
FEEDATA files are 2600 and 200 bytes,
respectively. One month's data for this
herd requires 85K bytes and the files oc
cupy 438 of the 496 sectors on the dis
kette.

Summaries of the day observations for
each cow are stored in a COWDATA file.
The record consists of general information
(numberof day observations, parity, calv
ing date, weight at calving) and the date
and milk data for each observation. Re

cord length is 530 bytes, providing space
for 52 days' data per cow. Data for a 200-
cow herd require 101K bytes and the files
occupy 430 sectors on the diskette.

The HERDATA file contains the results

of statistical analysis of the milking data.
Each cow's record occupies 24 bytes-5
bytes for information transferred for con
venience from the COWDATA file, 13
bytes for means (x 10) and 95% confi
dence limits (x 100) of milk yield/rate/
time data and 6 bytes reserved for future
use. File size for a 200 cow herd is 4.7K.

As each cow calves the observed and

statistical data for the previous lactation
are transferred to the OLD RECORDS

diskette and stored in a format similar to

the records on the COWDATA and HER

DATA files. Six diskette sectors are re

quired for each lactation record.

MILK'n4 Program
Creation of records for each cow in the

herd is performed at weekly intervals us
ing the menu-driven program MILK'n4.
The main procedure in this program in
volves selection of milking data from the
daily record files and rearrangement of
these data according to cow number. This
is done automatically, following choice of
the menu option and entry of day selection
information. The other part of the weekly
procedure involves update of calving in
formation via the keyboard. Additional
menu options are provided for convenient
functions such as display of day and cow
file contents, cataloging the day records
diskette and deleting a day from the cow
records file.

The logic associated with the automatic
updating subroutine in MILK'n4 is illus
trated in Fig. 2. The starting date and in
structions for range and interval of days
selected are first entered via the keyboard.
Since the DAYDATA and HERDATA

START•

M'

ENTER DAY INFDRMATIDN

\/

SAVE HERDATA FILE

LOAD DAYDATA FILE

ND

TEST <= 4 GDDD FILES ?

TEST - CDUJ
r-^ RECORDS IN
r71 MEMDRY

ND, SAVE CURRENT/
LDAD NEXT

CDLJDATA FILE

PEEK DAYDATA FILE

PDKE CDLJDATA FILE

ND
TEST - ALL CDWS UPDATED ?

ND
TEST - ALL DAYS ENTERED ?

LDAD HERDATA FILE

END <-

Figure 2. Block diagramof the logic for automatic updating of cow records in the MILK'n4
program.

files conflict in their usage of memory
space, the HERDATA file is saved on disk
at the start of the subroutine and re-loaded

at the end. Loading of DAYDATA files
from disk proceeds until a maximum of
four good files is stored; files with data
missing for either morning or afternoon
milking are considered bad. The COW
DATA file is loaded in blocks containing
the records for a part of the herd (e.g. 20
cows). If the records for a particular cow
are in memory, the data are transferred
from the DAYDATA to COWDATA

memory locations by a sequence of PEEK
and POKE statements. Otherwise, the
current COWDATA file block is saved to

disk and the block appropriate to the par
ticular cow is loaded. The data transfer

continues until the records for all cows

have been updated. Additional blocks of
up to 4 days' data may be loaded and the
procedure repeated until the ending date is
reached.

The keyboard updating subroutine re
sponds to entry of a cow number by load
ing the appropriate COWDATA file block

according to the routine described above.
The calving information currently on file
for the cow is displayed and a flashing cur
sor directs the keyboard entry of new data
items. If the cow is new to the herd an

estimate of her milk yield potential is re
quested and this information is saved on
the HERDATA file. An option to save the
previous lactation data on the OLD REC
ORDS diskette is provided before creating
new records for the cow on the COW

DATA file.

MILK'n3 Program
The program MILK'n3 is utilized at

monthly intervals to perform statistical
analyses of the milking data records and
to generate mathematical and graphical in
formation describing the lactation curve of
each cow. Options to display the contents
of COWDATA and HERDATA files are

also included in the program's menu.
Analysis of the data is based upon the

assumption (Wood 1967) that milk yield
y (kg/day) is related to time t (days from
calving) by

y = atbe~ct
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wherea, b and c are parameters. Congle-
ton and Everett (1980) concluded from an
extensive analysis of lactation records that
the parametersb and c are essentially con
stant for cows of a given parity and the
parameter a is a direct measure of an in
dividual cow's yield. This relationship is
then rearranged to determine values of a
corresponding to observations on daily
milk yield and time. An accurate estimate
of the mean value of a for the cow is found
using conventional statistical analysis of
observations made throughout the lacta
tion cycle.

The MILK'n3 subroutine for updating
the HERDATA file executes all the statis
tical calculations once this option in the
menu is selected. The COWDATA file
blocks are loaded one at a time, calcula
tions are done for these cows, and the re
sults are stored in memory locations re
served for the HERDATA file. Once
calculations for the entire herd are com

plete, the HERDATA file is saved on disk.
Selection of the menu option to create

and draw graphs results in replacement of
the main MILK'n3 program by an auxil
iary plot program. A theoretical lactation
curve and observed data points for a given
cow are generated from information in the
HERDATA and COWDATA files, re
spectively. In addition to subroutines for
loading and saving these data files, the plot
program contains a selection of special
subroutines for generating the graph for
mat (axes, labels, etc.) and plotting the
data points.

MILK'n2 Program
The daily amounts of feed-grain for in

dividual cows are automatically calculated
and stored on a month's set of FEEDATA

files by the program MILK'n2. Additional
options in the program's menu include
display of herd and feed files, update of
feed files for new/fresh cows each week
as necessary, and ability to change model
parameters.

The feed amounts are derived from a
mathematical model of the processes of
feed intake, digestion, metabolism and
production for each day of the lactation
cycle. This model is based upon the prin
ciples and methods of the metabolizable
energy approach (MAFF 1975) and the as
sumptions of Wood (1979) for modelling
lactation cycle patterns. The model pa
rameters include "fundamental" values se

lected from a review of the literature
(MacKinnon 1980b) and various values
which are assigned according to the par
ticular farm's circumstances and manage
ment strategy.

Two nested loops are employed by the
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MILK'n2 program in executing the feed
calculations. The outer loop assigns the
cow number and the inner loop sets the
day of the month. Subroutines are called
in sequence from the inner loop to calcu
late (1) milk yield and body reserve val
ues, (2) energy metabolism component
values, and (3) feed and manure energy
values. At the end of the loop the feed
amount for the particularcow and day is
POKEd into memory space reserved for
the feed files. When the calculations for
all cows are completed, the 31 FEEDATA
files in memory areeachidentified bydate
and saved on the DAY RECORDS dis
kette.

In the menu option for updating feed
files for new/fresh cowsthe innerloopfor
executing calculations is entered only
when a feed update flag has been set. This
flag is created when calving information
is added to the records via the MILK'n4
program.

Utility Programs
Programs on the UTILITY diskette are

utilizedfor regularsoftware housekeeping
tasks and for selected occasional opera
tions such as printing and plotting. The
diskette menu currently has five options:
(1) format DAY, COW and OLD REC
ORDS diskettes, (2) backup COW REC
ORDS diskette, (3) print records infor
mation (e.g. herd production statistics,
herd calving date summary), (4) plot rec
ords information (e.g. lactation curve data
for individualcows)and (5) edit modelpa
rameters which are used in the program
MILK'n2. Options 1 and 2 are selected
monthly; these automatically initialize
blank diskettes for use in the system and
create a backup copy of all current data.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Overall Aspects
Operation of the milking data system

involves an ordered set of daily, weekly
and monthly procedures. To achieve a
high standard of system performance these
procedures must be simple, reliable and
automatic. Fast machne execution is also
desirable but less important than minimiz
ing the amount of time that the operator is
involved in the procedures.

The normal routine associated with the
system is as follows:
(a) daily
1. enter health information;
2. enter commands to start and end on-line
measurement/control operations;
(b) weekly
1. enter calving information,
2. enter cow records files from day rec
ords,

3. update feed information for new/fresh
cows;

(c) monthly
1. analyze cow records files,
2. create feed data files for the next month.

Software for the daily operations is lo
cated on the SYSTEM B diskette which is
normally left in disk drive 1 of the com
puter while the DAY RECORDS diskette
is in drive 2. Once a week the SYSTEM
A diskette is inserted in drive 1 and the
COW RECORDS diskette is placed in
drive 2 for the weekly/monthly proce
dures. The SYSTEM A diskette may be
replaced in drive 1 by the DAY REC
ORDS or OLD RECORDS diskette, de
pending upon the menu option selected.
At startup and whenever a change of dis
kette is required, a reminder message is
displayed on the screen.

Typical operator time involvement with
the system for each of the daily, weekly
and monthly procedures is 4,5 and 10 min,
respectively. The computer runs about 4.5
h a day during milking and executes the
weekly and monthly procedures in 20 and
70 min, respectively. Details of the var
ious parts of these procedures and their as
sociated machine and operator time re
quirements are given in the sections which
follow.

On-line Operation
The procedures followed each day at

morning and afternoon milking time con
sist of start-up, on-line and shut-down
phases. When the computer is switched
on, the first part of the software is auto
matically loaded from disk in a period of
25 sec. If the operator does not respond
within 10 sec by entering an H command
for health messages, the second part of the
software is loaded in 35 sec. The time re
quired to review and enter health infor
mation is essentially machine-independ
ent and may typically occupy 1-2 min.
Thus the start-up phase takes approxi
mately 3 min, of which 1 min is occupied
by computer disk operations.

The on-line phase is initiated with the
operator entering an S command just be
fore milking starts in the parlor. After
milking this phase is terminated by enter
ing an E command. During the phase there
are continuous cycles of data exchange be
tween the computer and the milking data
monitors in the parlor. The current status
of the system is displayed on the computer
screen in the format given in Table II. The
cycle time for updating the display is 2 sec
per group of eight stalls. Cow and yield
numbers on the screen correspond to those
displayed on the parlor monitor, the cow
number on both screen and monitor flashes
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TABLE II. TYPICAL COMPUTER SCREEN
DISPLAY OF DATA DURING MILKING

DDC MILKING DATA SYSTEM

Cow Yield

Stall Motor number (kg)

1 On 17 15.7

2 On 102 13.8

3 Off 69 4.2

4 On 18 6.5

5 On 33 14.1

6 Off 151 12.7

7 Off 200 13.5

8 On 3 8.1

when a health message is available, and
the motor status on the screen corresponds
to that of each motor light in the parlor.

The shut-down phase involves a period
of 15 sec for saving the current file of
milking data on disk. As an option, these
data may be displayed on the screen in the
format given in Table III. The time needed
to review the display is determined by the
operator's interest and is typically 1-2
min.

Cow Records Creation

The time to complete the weekly pro
cedure of updating cow records is directly
proportional to herd size. With a herd of
200 cows, for example, calving informa
tion for approximately four cows must be
added to the records each week. The pro
cedure for each cow takes about 1 min-15

sec to enter and review calving date, parity
and new/fresh status via the keyboard, 30
sec to load and save the COWDATA file

block appropriate to the particular cow,
and 15 sec to save data for the previous
lactation on the OLD RECORDS diskette.

The second part of the weekly proce
dure is performed automatically once the
operator has entered the day selection
information and inserted the DAY REC

ORDS diskette. Time required to com
plete this task depends upon the number
of days selected and the herd size. Ap
proximately 20 sec are required to load a
block of four DAYDATA files and 75 sec

are needed to load each 20-cow block of

COWDATA records, transfer the data in
memory from the day to the cow files, and
save the revised cow records on disk. Thus

790 sec or 13.1 min are used in adding 4
day's records to the cow records for a 200-
cow herd.

A typical display of a COWDATA file
are given in Table IV. If the file block for
the particular cow is in memory the data
is displayed immediately; otherwise, there
is a pause of 15 sec while the file block is
loaded.

The option to delete observations on a
particular day from the cow records re-

TABLE III. AN EXAMPLE OF A DAYDATA FILE DISPLAY

DAYDATA file - Jun 1/83

Morning Afternoon

DayMilk Milk Milk Milk

Cow yield time yield time feed Health

no. (kg) (min) (kg) (min) (kg) status

1 8.1 5.5 4.8 3.2 1.5 2

2 15.8 6.9 9.3 6.3 7.3 0

3 16.0 8.0 9.5 6.0 6.5 1

4 12.1 6.0 10.1 5.8 5.2 4

5 16.7 7.1 12.6 4.9 7.5 5

quires 45 sec per load/search/delete/save
cycle for each 20-cow file block.

Milking Data Analysis
Herd size and average number of day

observations per cow determine the
amount of time needed for the monthly up
date of herd statistics. The HERDATA file

is displayed in the format of Table V. Dis
play of the statistics for 200 cows takes 90
sec when the screen is allowed to scroll

continuously but the operator may stop
and start the scroll as desired. Execution

time for the statistical calculations is ap
proximately 0.5 sec per day observation
per cow when the program is run with the
BASIC interpreter. Thus, for example, the
data for a file block of 20 cows with 15

days' observations each is processed in
150 sec and an additional 15 sec are used

to load/save the file. Total time to update

TABLE IV. AN EXAMPLE OF A COWDATA
FILEDISPLAY

COWDATA file

Cow

131

Calving date
Jan 01/83

Records Parity
31 6

Calving wt (kg)
600

Observations - Cow 131

Date

Yield

(kg)
Rate Time

(kg) (min)

Jan 25/83

Feb 02/83

Feb 09/83

Feb 14/83

34.9

36.5

33.4

32.5

7.5 14.6

7.4 18.4

6.9 19.2

7.0 16.2

a HERDATA file for 200 cows in this case

is therefore 27.5 min.

After selecting the menu option to
create/draw graphs there is a pause of 25
sec while the auxiliary plot program is
loaded. Graphs for a selected cow are then
drawn in the format shown in Fig. 3. The
theoretical curve is drawn from points cal
culated using information from the HER
DATA file while the observed points are
selected from the COWDATA file. Cre

ation of a graph for a cow having 40 data
points is completed in about 60 sec. The
time per graph depends upon the number
of data points and whether the cow file
block is currently in memory.

Feed Grain Computation
Creation of feed data for 31 days re

quires approximately 30 sec per cow when
using the BASIC interpreter and 10 sec per
cow when the program is compiled. The
computation time for a 200-cow herd is
therefore 100 and 33 min for the inter

preted and compiled programs, respec
tively. Saving the 31 FEEDATA files on
disk takes an additional 4 min. This pro
cedure has a relatively long duration but it
is entirely automatic once the operator has
selected this option, inserted the DAY
RECORDS diskette, and entered the
month and year.

The weekly feed data procedure for
new/fresh cows involves the same calcu

lations per cow and hence execution times
as mentioned above. In the case of four

new/fresh cows per week the total time re-

TABLE V. AN EXAMPLE OF A HERDATA FILE DISPLAY

Cow

22

23

24

25

Points

HERDATA file

Yield

(kg)
A*value

(kg)
Rate

(kg)
Time

(min)

42 19.3 11.7 6.4 10.1

+ .31 + .13 + .91

7 27.3 14.8 5.5 13.8

+ 1.37 + .57 + 1.43

34 22.2 12.7 3.6 17.2

+ .44 + .11 + 1.31

24 23.1 14.4 2.7 21.1

+ .84 + .18 + .98
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Figure 3. Typical lactation cycle plot generated by the MILK'n3 program.

quired is 4.8 and 6 min for the compiled
and interpreted programs, respectively.

FEEDATA file information is dis

played for groups of 20 cows as shown in
Table VI. The number of any cow with
zero feed flashes as a reminder to verify
that this is appropriate and the number of
any cow with calculated feed in the range
0-1 kg (e.g. a dry cow) is inversed as an
other reminder.

DISCUSSION

The capabilities of microcomputers
which are now coming on the market ap
proach those of larger computers pro
duced only a few years ago. Software for
these microcomputers can therefore be de
signed to incorporate, for example, most
of the basic features of the ration formu

lation and milk records analysis programs
currently available on mainframe com
puters. The dairy farmer is therefore able
to acquire the advantages of sophisticated
analyses with the convenience and effi
ciency of a farm computer system which
automatically provides up-to-date infor
mation for daily use in decision making.
Moreover the execution of these decisions

is accomplished more effectively with
measurement/control devices linked to the

farm computer.
The software described in this paper in

corporates energy relationships which
provide a fundamental theoretical descrip
tion of the daily processes of feed intake,
digestion, metabolism and production.
There is scope for refinement of the mod-
el's features and use of better estimates for

TABLE VI. AN EXAMPLE OF A FEEDATA

FILE DISPLAY

FEEDATA file - Sep 01/83

Cow Feed (kg) Cow Feed (kg)

41 3.1 51 4.8

42 11.5 52 5.5

43 4.8 53 5.3

44 1.2 54 7.4

45 8.1 55 1.3

46 0.0 56 2.5

47 4.7 .57 3.4

48 3.9 58 0.4

49 5.9 59 4.8
50 0.7 60 10.1

model parameters on the basis of further
research. Additional features such as the

effects of protein and mineral limitations
may also be added. However, further farm
experience is needed to determine pre
cisely the areas of model improvement
which are of practical importance.

Performance of the system's software
can be improved significantly while re
taining its basic structure (see Fig. 1) and
operating procedures. The original ver
sion was designed to suit the limitations of
a 48K Apple 11+ computer and the re
quirements of a 200-cow herd. With the
48K memory the execution time advan
tages of compiled versions of the records
organization and plotting programs are not
available but these can be attained by add
ing additional (16K) memory. The per
formance of disk operations, which oc
cupy a large proportion of machine time
in many of the system procedures, can be
improved by a factor of 2-3 through re

placement of the computer's original DOS
software with a faster version. Data for a
200-cow herd require about 87% of the
memory on a conventional Apple II disk
drive; larger herds can be accommodated
simply by using a higher density disk or
an additional conventional disk. Thus the
new microcomputers with at least 128K
memory and dual double-density disk
drives provide the basis for even further
improvement of the software's perform
ance.

Extensive on-farm experience is nec
essary for the successful development and
evaluation of milking data system soft
ware. Farmers need opportunities to be
come familiar with system procedures and
to integrate the system's capabilities into
their particular management practices.
The insights obtained from this experience
must then be incorporated into the system
software along with data and concepts
from on-going research.
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